A Sub- μW/Ch Analog Front-End for ∆-Neural Recording With Spike-Driven Data Compression.
We present a fully implantable neural recording IC with a spike-driven data compression scheme to improve the power efficiency and preserve crucial data for monitoring brain activities. A difference between two consecutive neural signals, ∆-neural signal, is sampled in each channel to reduce the full dynamic range and the required resolution of an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), enabling the whole analog chain to be operated at a 0.5-V supply. A set of multiple ∆-signals are stored in analog memory to extract the magnitude and frequency features of the incoming neural signals, which are utilized to discriminate spikes in these signals instantaneously after the acquisition in the analog domain. The energy- and area-efficient successive approximation ADC is implemented and only converts detected spikes, decreasing the power dissipation and the amount of neural data. A prototype 16-channel neural interface IC was fabricated using a 0.18-μm CMOS process, and each component in the analog front-end was fully characterized. We successfully demonstrated precise spike detection through both in vitro and in vivo acquisition of the neural signal. The prototype chip consumed 0.88 μW/channel at a 0.5-V supply for the recording and compressed about 89% of neural data, saving the power consumption and bandwidth in the system.